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now you can mic up your cabinet with up to two microphones in a full 3d space. amplitube 4
comes with 3 microphone, with an additional 15 highly coveted recording microphone models

available in the custom shop providing a truly hyper-realistic sound capturing environment. the
room microphones can also be chosen from the available mics. this, coupled with its swappable
speakers, allows for true cabinet miking with full speaker interaction a digital first. add in things
like room ambience control, a new mixer for the cab section and gorgeous new graphics, and its
easy to see that the new cab section is poised to revolutionize the way guitarists, bass players
and other musicians utilize virtual cabinets in their music. there will always be people who say

that software can never beas good as the real thing. bias fx and axe-fx ii are excellent examples
of super high quality modelling technology that shows how real software can get. i feel that for
most guitarists, amplitube 4 can produce tone superior than what you would get by recording
your actual amp at home. along with the new rtas interfaces, the latest version of amplitube 4
introduces instant switching between its plug-ins and between any number of plug-ins that are
currently installed. this new feature, based on a new multi-axial analyzer technology, makes it

possible to instantly change the sound of a vst by simply dragging and dropping plug-ins from a
list of presets. and of course users can also mix any number of plug-ins to get the ultimate
ensemble. in addition to its new highly realistic acoustic guitar models, the latest version of

amplitube offers a full suite of advanced guitar effects, including the new noise gate and add-
presets, and emulates a wide array of modern guitar effects units. with the massive effect bank,

you can create almost any guitar effect imaginable, using a diverse selection of parameter
settings. a vast collection of available presets also make it easy to sound like a great guitar

player.
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amplitube 4 is much more than an amplitube. it is a complete instrument, giving players and
users access to the worlds of real and digital audio. amplitube 4 is not a virtual instrument. its a
powerful virtual instrument. you can not buy the power and potential of amplitube. do you often
get nervous about the tone coming out of your amp? looking for a precise low end presence with

a lush, fuzzy tone with a bit of bite? do you frequently wonder how to reproduce the midrange
characteristics of the best sounding guitar amps? if the answer to any of those questions is yes,
amplitube 4 has you covered. check out our demo and hear how it can take your electric guitar

playing to the next level. use the free trial and see it for yourself. the first thing you should note in
this new version of amplitube is the increase in feature enhancement. as we mentioned in the ik

range of products, the last thing they focus on is the user interface. by working closely with ik
multimedia users, they have found that most people will know what they want to do but they lack
a great interface to carry it out. at this point, amplitube 4 really shines, with a very simple gui that
lends itself to easy navigation. amplitube 4 also fixes a ton of bugs, and usually in the same areas

as amplitube 3. for example, they fixed the short cut in synth mode to work with non-metallic
instruments. guitarists have been asking for a take on the cab section for years. amps, cabinets,
speaker emulations and dynamics are all critical to replicating an actual room or cabinet. and ik

multimedia has been listening to the requests, and finally responded. take a listen to the new cab
section to see if its something you are looking for, or if you simply want to learn more about it. the
new dsp section is also a pretty cool addition, and lets you fine tune the phases of your speakers.
it lets you turn off ones that you dont want. you can also pan your stereo image of the speakers in

the dsp section. if thats not something you need, you could always leave it off. 5ec8ef588b
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